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TL;DR Myrill aims at generating absolute performance on his flagship
vault, thanks to automatic market-making algorithms and arbitrage. The
risk modules closely control the portfolio exposure (cross-chain and multi
DEX), while the execution module ensures the best execution on arbitragefree assets. The strategy is optimized via Deep Reinforcement Learning.
Abstract
Liquidity farming is a form of market making leveraging on-chain protocols to provide liquidity on Decentralized Exchanges (DeX). A passive
farming investment strategy consists in depositing pairs of tokens in liquidity pools (LP) to provide buying and selling opportunities (swaps) for
traders. Farmers are rewarded with trading fees, but suffer from Impermanent Loss (IL) also called negative gamma exposure. While DeXes and
protocols attempt to mitigate IL by introducing new ways of farming, the
burden of management remains on the farmer. Myrill is the first marketneutral farming protocol powered by a systematic strategy with implicit
arbitrage and risk management to alleviate IL. Under the hood, the Myrill
farming agent is calibrated via Reinforcement Learning (RL). The first experiments have shown promising results on the different modules of the
agent.

1

Introduction

Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is an emerging field of finance following the rapid
development of next-generation blockchains. While the Bitcoin blockchain supports peer-to-peer money transfers (using Bitcoin, Nakamoto [2009]), younger
chains like Ethereum [Buterin, 2013] and Solana [Anatoly, 2018] unlock more
sophisticated finance applications through smart contracts (or programs on
Solana). A popular form of contract is the Decentralized Exchange (DeX).
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It is a permission-less and non-custodian platform where traders can exchange
one token (a digital currency) against another.
Traditional DeXes follow the Uniswap V1/V2 [Hayden, 2018] Automatic
Market-Making protocol (AMM) where the trader swaps two tokens. The price
of a swap is computed using the reserve of both tokens following the Constant Function AMM (CF-AMM) rule xy = k, where x and y are the reserves
of the risky token and the stable token respectively, and k a constant. Other
DeXes protocols have emerged recently. For example Uniswap V3 [Adams et al.,
2021] and Orca-Whirlpool [Kwan, 2022] are Concentrated Liquidity AMMs
(CL-AMM) where the liquidity is deposited in ranges (price upper and lower
bounds). Low transaction fees blockchains like Solana is seeing the development of Central-Limit Order-Books AMM (CLOB-AMM), where the liquidity
is deposited via limit orders on both sides (ask and bid) of the book. In order to provide their service at any time, all AMMs rely on market-makers to
bring liquidity. On CF-AMMs and CL-AMMs, market makers are rewarded
with trading fees. On CLOB-AMMs, they usually make money by capturing
the spread (the difference between the ask price, and the bid price) of an asset1 .
When a market-maker provides liquidity to exchanges, it holds an inventory
of tokens and is, by definition, exposed to the risky tokens’ fluctuation. If
a trader buys or swaps a token from the market-maker, the token price will
automatically go up, but the market-maker will sell using the previous price,
and will instantly mark an unrealized loss. This loss is intrinsic to the marketmaking role, and this is true for all protocols. But, even if the token price
keeps increasing because of other market participants, the market-maker will
also suffer from an unrealized loss by not holding the token. The same logic
applies when the trader sells its risky token. This type of profit-and-loss (PnL)
is called γ-negative in TradFi, or Impermanent Loss (IL) in DeFi. It has been
stated that, because of IL, 43% of Uniswap V3 market-makers have lost money
despite the winning of trading fees [Loesch et al., 2021]. More than half of active
liquidity managers are also losing money [Semaji.eth, 2022].
In this paper, we introduce Myrill; An automated and systematic marketmaking agent with the following properties:
• Global liquidity providing, with positions opened on most DeXes by a
single overseeing agent.
• Risk-Management, with Option Hedging on a single token basis and Statistical hedging and Risk factor projection on a multi-token portfolio.
• Best-Execution, with a hybrid DeX and CeX proprietary infrastructure
with arbitrage.
It is simply not possible to design such an agent with a set of handcrafted
rules. So we cast this optimization problem as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP, Bellman [1957]), and learn the behavior of the agent via Reinforcement
1 Note that in traditional/centralized finance (TradeFi/CeFi), A-book market-makers are
rewarded by negative trading fees and spreads.
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Figure 1: The agent get data from on-chain and off-chain protocols. An autoencoder (AE), encodes the token prices. A Backprop by Bayes (BBB) network
estimates the uncertainty of the market state. The agent can deposit liquidity
on DeXes, hedge itself with put options, or cover its positions with market
orders.
Learning [Sutton and Barto, 2018]. And because the observation of the market
is intractable, we extend the framework to Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL,
Mnih et al. [2013]). An overview of the agent is exposed in Figure 1.

2

Mitigating gamma negative exposure

Trading is a zero-sum game. When people win, others lose. The case applies for market-making: liquidity providers (LPs) compete against traders and
HFT arbitrage bots. Market-making agents follow a long-tail PnL distribution.
Meaning they will often earn a little and rarely lose a lot. Indeed, they often capture the spread or trading fees when a trade occurs, which are small
gains. This happens when the price vibrates but is stable. However, there is no
free-lunch: when the price is drifting away from its average, the market-making
agent will start experiencing large losses, unless it closes its position beforehand.
This risk is called gamma-negative exposure (or Impermanent Loss). This loss
is common to all type of exchanges, centralized or decentralized [Clark, 2020,
Angeris et al., 2021]. We illustrate it in Figure 2. DefiLabs [2022] exposes a
dashboard for Uniswap V3 impermanent-loss simulation.
We leverage state-of-the-art tools from Distributed Network Theory, Statistics, and Machine Learning to reduce our γ-exposure:
• Hedging mechanisms as seen in this Section 2.
• Eliminating all arbitrages opportunities as seen in Section 3.
• Capturing the right volatility range of the token, and removing the liquidity when the price is drifting away, as seen in Section 4.
Delta/Option-Hedging On the single token level, the agent covers its inventory risk by shorting it or buying a put option. The risk is that the premium
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Figure 2: γ-exposure. It is a concave function where the Y-axis is the PnL, and
X-axis is the price of the asset. When the price drifts away from the marketmaker position, it loses money. When it is close to the original value, it wins
fees (not shown on the image). Image from Gamma [2021].
exceeds the captured spread/fees on the underlying. So the agent must estimate
its spread PnL until maturity (intrinsically or by feeding the corresponding feature) before hedging itself or when the option contract is readjusted. Same logic
applies for short selling. Another risk is tied to the liquidity of the future/option
market; In Defi, it can be low, so relying on both possibilities helps. Protocol
like PsyOptions [Johnson, 2022], ZetaMarkets [Tristan, 2022] unlocks option
and futures trading on Solana. Squeeth [Prospere, 2022] acts long-gamma for
Uniswap V3.
Statistical hedging The agent is providing liquidity on several tokens at
the same time. It is known that most tokens are highly correlated. So, we
must capture these correlations, and reflect it on the hedging behavior of the
agent. For example, if BTC-USDC is increasing and ETH-USDC is decreasing,
knowing these assets are supposed to be positively correlated, instead of placing
a bid and an ask on both order books, the agent could decide to place an ask
on BTC-USDC and a bid on ETH-USDC. In a sense, we are doing cross-assets
market-making coupled with statistical arbitrage.
A systematic approach to identify correlations between tokens is Principal
Component Analysis (PCA, Pearson [1901]). Then, one can do risk factor
projection on its portfolio. The projection can be then fed to the RL agent.
We have conducted an experiment to show the correlation between assets. See
the results in Figure 3. Since data on DeFi is still a bit scarce, PCA is a good
candidate, however it only captures linear relationships.
We can capture more complex patterns (non-linear) in the token price space,
using an Auto-Encoder (AE, Kramer [1991]) a class of neural-network originally
designed to encode images. We feed the agent with the latent vector of the
current state of the tokens prices and let it infer the hedging strategy, in the
same fashion as Soleymani and Paquet [2020] or Albahli et al. [2022].
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(a) Eigen values and explained variance.

(b) First 3 principale components.

(c) Encoding of the 27 tokens prices in the
latent space.

(d) BTC

Figure 3: PCA on the top 27 tokens market cap wise, in July 2022. In 3a, we
see that 70% of the tokens variances is explained by a single linear relationship
between them, demonstrating a highly correlated universe. Leveraging those
correlations unlocks hedging possibilities. In 3b, we see that for AXS, FLOW,
MANA and SAND, the second principal component has positive weights. So
it seems this eigen-token captures metaverse trends. In 3c and 3d, we see
that the projection of the data onto the first dimension of the latent space is
extremely similar to BTC as it captures the market-return.
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Avoid unknown situations There are extreme situations where the agent
has no previous knowledge of what is going on. In order to know what it does
not know, the agent must capture what is called the epistemic uncertainty.
As opposite to stochastic uncertainty which describe random events, epistemic
uncertainty describes the lack of data and knowledge about an event. The agent
uses Bayes by Backprop [Blundell et al., 2015] to estimate this uncertainty and
act accordingly to reduce drawdowns. Research around this topic has been
conducted by Chauhan et al. [2020] where uncertainty is used to mitigate
portfolio risks.
On a high level scale, the prediction of the network could lead to discretionary decisions like covering the liquidity with cheap options.

3

Execution

To cover its liquidity positions, the Myrill agent can perform a market order
on CLOB exchanges, or a classic swap on others DeXes. In traditional trading
pipelines, the agent first creates an order given some market condition, then
sends the order to an execution module. To avoid slippage, the module will split
the order in small orders. The chunks are dispatched to the exchanges with the
lowest prices. The Myrill agent is using the following execution strategy.
Negative Slippage mitigation The RL agent directly outputs orders with
optimal sizes. The execution strategy is intrinsic to the global market-making
strategy. On the up-side, optimizing jointly strategy and execution can, by definition, lead to more optimal behaviors.2 In order to achieve the best execution,
the agent uses high-frequency order-books data and has a tick-to-trade latency
lower than 50ms at the time we speak, and could be optimized to 10 times
faster. This design, however, has an impact on the explainability of the agent.
Extensive research has been conducted on the subject of optimal execution with
Reinforcement Learning [Nevmyvaka et al., 2006, Ning et al., 2018, Moallemi
and Wang, 2022].
Smart routing Knowing the price of each pair of tokens on each DeX/CeX
allows us to find the best route to execute the order. We are not using aggregator
services such as Jupiter [Chow, 2021] on Solana, or 1inch [Bukov, 2019] on
Ethereum, as it makes us lose precious milliseconds. Also, we route the order
to any type of exchange, CeX or DeX, which is not possible with those services.
Positive Slippage One great side effect of using our own aggregator is that
we can capture huge arbitrage opportunities once in a while (like the wormhole
incident on the Solana network [Kharif and Yang, 2022]). We have also deployed
on BSC and Solana arbitrage smart contrats/programs. They can perform
2 The

search space of decoupled execution is included in the coupled one.
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Figure 4: Spatial arbitrage on Bsc. The agent does a flash swap on PancakeSwap
then swaps back on another DeX. The screenshot is from BscScan.

Figure 5: Triangular arbitrage on Solana. The agent swaps Ray to Usdc to Sol
on Orca. The screenshot is from SolScan.
spacial and triangular arbitrages. See live examples of the Myrill performing
arbitrages on Figure 4 and 5.
Infrastructure In order to send transactions as fast as possible, we have
deployed nodes of several blockchains. On top of that, we did proprietary modifications on their source code to speed up the execution, avoid being front-run,
and maximize the chance of being executed. Figure 6 shows the Myrill agent
placing a swap right after an arbitrable transaction. This operation is quite hard
as other market participants want to arbitrate the same transaction. Figure 7
shows how fast our custom Bsc node receives and processes the transaction. We
are using a network of nodes to reconstruct in real-time the true state, and as
such, we are able to capture more arbitrage transactions and offer best routing
for the agent.

4

Market-Making with Reinforcement Learning

The Myrill agent decision-making module is build upon state-of-the-art research
of machine-learning for finance, namely market-making with Reinforcement
Learning. An extensive survey on this area of research has been published
by Gašperov et al. [2021], and for quantitative trading in general [Sun et al.,
2021].
One paper of particular interest, Ganesh et al. [2019], introduces a reward
(what drives the agent) which distinguishes spread PnL, from Inventory PnL.
By punishing the latter, the agent will learn not to keep an inventory when
drift appears. One natural extension of inventory management is leveraging
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(a) Transaction ordering

(b) The swap that triggers the arbitrage

(c) The actual arbitrage

Figure 6: The agent (red and green) sends the arbitrage transaction (blue) right
after the swap transaction (orange) that creates the opportunity. There is a fail
transaction between that does not count.
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Figure 7: Reception speed performance. The custom node leads to an average
of 40ms improvement compared to the original geth implementation.
Budgeted Reinforcement Learning [Carrara et al., 2019], maximizing the captured spread while minimizing the inventory size.
In Guéant and Manziuk [2019], the authors deal with a universe of multiple
bonds and use an actor-critic RL algorithm to beat the curse of dimensionality.
The question of hedging agent positions is rarely mentioned. Bakshaev
[2020] introduces an ”hedger” environment, where the agent can specifically
hedge its position on an ”opposite exchange”. Ganesh et al. [2019] also mentions
a hedging action and takes into account the hedge cost in some of their rewards
formulations.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no published research combining
market-making, reinforcement learning, and DeFi. Especially, bringing liquidity
to Uniswap V3-like DeXes. The first case-study of Myrill will focus on this area
of research, with a proof of concept first deployed on Orca-whirlpool, an CLAMMs gaining a lot of volume lately3 .
We did an experiment to illustrate the capacity of decision of an RL agent
on Uniswap V3 like problem. Here the agent can pick 4 ask-bid ranges (lower
bound and upper bound on Uniswap v3). Across episodes, the volatility of the
price signal is changing. The goal is to capture as much volatility as possible,
ie the spread. We compare the DQN agent, an off-policy deep reinforcement
learning algorithm, against 4 handcrafted agents, each of them using a single
range for any volatility, as a passive liquidity providers would do. The PnLs of
the agents are exposed Table 1. The RL agent clearly outperforms the passive
ones, as it can dynamically readjust its range given the volatility.
More detail on reinforcement learning for trading can be found in Annexe
Section 7.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have described all the components of an automatic marketmaking agent for Decentralized Finance. We are building each block of the
3 Whirlpool is close to achieve 75% of Serum daily volume, top DeX of Solana (and liquidity
aggregator), as seen on Solscan Vuong [2022] on the 31st of July, 2022.
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agent

range

passive agent

2.0
5.0
3.0
4.0
N/A

DQN (RL)

Myrill.io

PnL ($)
mean count

std

40424
44613
65606
75274
92269

63671
6898
69650
39327
50664

100
100
100
100
100

ci95 hi

ci95 lo

52904
45965
79258
82982
102199

27945
43261
51955
67566
82339

Table 1: Agent capturing spread. PnL are relative to a Long-Only baseline.
Range 5 passive agent has low standard deviation on its PnL because its bidask range almost never hits the mid-price.
pipeline, starting from the infrastructure to gather blockchain transactions, CeX
market data, and alternative data. We analyze trends and correlation between
tokens, and feed this information to a Reinforcement Learning agent. It then
decides to bring liquidity to any kind of exchange, or hedge itself. All orders
and swaps are routed in an optimal fashion.
We’ve shown early positive results on each step of the process, include automatic arbitrage and adaptive market-making.
Further work includes a production ready Reinforcement Learning agent for
Whirlpool-Orca.

6
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Annexes
7

Optimization of the agents with DRL

Market-making is a sequential decision-making problem, with imperfect information about the world. We can naturally cast this problem as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP). An MDP is a 5-tuple {S, A, R, T, γ} where:
State-space S. Can be discrete or continuous. It describes all the market
situations and the inner states the market-making agent can be in. For example,
it contains the inventory of the agent, the current volatility of an asset, the
spread, the status of all orders, etc.
Action-space A. As well either discrete or continuous. It lists what the agent
can do, for example, place a bid at 5 bps, buy an option, or perform a swap.
Transition function T : S × A → M(S). It captures how the agent moves
from state to state after choosing an action. It answers questions like ”What is
the state of the market and the agent if it performs a swap on Uniswap?”.
Reward function R : S × A × S → R. It is the feedback signal that notifies
if the agent performed well given the last state, last action, and current state.
For example, the unrealized PnL or the sharp ratio can be used as a reward
function.
Discounted factor γ. It is the patience of the agent. If it is close to 1, the
agent will look far into the future to optimize its trajectory. If it is close to zero,
the agent will have a myopic behavior.
A policy is a function that dictates the behavior of the agent π : S → M(A)
on the MDP. It maps states to actions 4 . Solving an MDPP
means finding the policy that maximizes the expectation of the return: maxπ E[ i γ i R(si , π(si ), si+1 )].
As in most real-life problems, the transition and reward functions of the
market-making agent are unknown. Those have to be learned (implicitly or
explicitly). For that, we are using Reinforcement Learning, a framework that
models an agent interacting with an environment. In a given state s ∈ S, for
each action a ∈ A the agent performs on the environment, it is rewarded with
r ∈ R. Then the agent updates its current state and improves its policy. That
way, the more interactions (hence data), the better the agent will be.
Because S is not tractable (very large or continuous) and A can be continuous, we cannot rely on tabular Reinforcement Learning. We are using instead
Deep Reinforcement Learning, leveraging scalable machine learning models such
as neural networks to represent the policy or other components of the RL agent.
4 or

distribution of actions in case of a stochastic policy.
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Figure 8: A modular research framework. Small colored squares are events.
The most challenging problem of (Deep) Reinforcement Learning is to find
the right state space, action space, reward, and all the meta-parameters (the
RL algorithm, discount factor, learning rate, architecture of the neural network
etc.). We have developed a research platform to do that. It is a tool to optimize,
learn, test, and deploy our market-making agent. We present it in the next
section.

8

The research platform

The Sisyphus Paradigm does not work for quantitative research [de Prado, 2018];
We cannot expect quants to work in silos and produce repeatable and qualitative
results like Discretionary Portfolio Managers would do. So, we are building
the foundations for the industrial production of quantitative and systematic
market-making strategies. This takes the form of a research platform, modular
and easily maintainable. An overview of the platform is displayed in Figure 8.
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Figure 9: Example of a trading environment. This is a composable object.
The action, observation, reward and stepper are the components. This is a
screenshot of the no-code agent factory.
Producers are event queues gathering data, called events, from multiple
sources of information. Market data for DeXes and CeXes, or alternative data
like Twitter tweets. All producers have a simulator version for backtesting and
paper trading purposes. The execution module also produces events, like order
filling, order cancellation, transaction pending, etc.
The world merges all events from producers into a single sorted (by time)
queue. During backtesting or paper trading, the lag model from the environment
can introduce fake lag and reordering events for the sole purpose of testing the
agent’s robustness. Events are dispatched toward several events observers. The
world bridges multiprocessing data gathering into a sequential process.
The environment is the central piece of the framework. It receives actions
a from the agent, return the reward r, and the next state s0 to the agent. Using
the action space module, the environment transforms an action into an Order
Management System (OMS) instruction. The environment computes metrics
(PnL, Sharpe ratio, Sortino ratio, inventory PnL etc) and keeps track of several
performance metrics like computation speed, memory usage etc. See in Figure 9
an example of a Trading Environment.
The stepper decides when the agent can compute a new action and interact with the environment. A simple stepper would count the number of price
changes and trigger a step after 100 changes. Another stepper could trigger a
step every second. It is an easy way to implement time-bar, volume, dollarsbars, or more complex bars like event-bars [de Prado, 2018].
The topology, displayed Figure 10, computes complex statistics and technical indicators given the world’s events. All computations are factorized in the
topology to avoid duplication.
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Figure 10: Example of an agent’s topology. It is a directed graph of computational nodes processing world’s events.
The OMS keeps track of the agent inventory, prices, order status, liquidation
threshold, and bridges the environment with the broker modules. Each broker
module implements the logic of a protocol or a DeX for backtesting and paper
trading purposes. During live trading, those modules dispatch the instruction
to the execution module.
The RL algorithm is the optimization process that will calibrate the agent to
maximize the cumulative sum of rewards. Myrill leverages RLlib, a robust reinforcement learning library from Ray [Moritz et al., 2017]. It unlocks distributed
training and can speed up the learning of an agent to a factor of 100 compared to
other RL libraries. Also, we have chosen Ray for its collection of Multi-Agents
algorithms, useful for order-book simulations and making the agent robust to
adversarial market-making, front-running, and sandwich attacks.
Agnostic deployment The whole platform has been conceived for switching
seamlessly between experimentation, backtesting, paper trading, and deployment to production. Most modules have a simulation counterpart. In order
to reproduce real-time difficulties like jittering, lags, missing events, and failed
transactions, the platform is equipped with simulation modules for these events.
That way, the market-making agent can learn in backtesting how to deal with
real-time/production unexpected events.
Visualization The most important and often undervalued feature of a machine learning framework is the ability to visualize and debug results or models.
For that, the platform records offline and online (real-time) data and displays
them on notebooks and a dashboard respectively. Examples of offline visualizations can be seen in Figure 11. Examples of live visualizations (when the agent
is deployed) is displayed Figure 12.
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(a) Ask (red triangle) and Bid (green triangle) of the
agent. Mid price (blue), Ask (red), Bid (green) of the
order book. Moving Average (purple). Trades (orange).

(b) First row is the balance/available/locked BTC of the
agent. Second row its actions. Third the reward, forth
the PnL w.r.t to a HODL baseline, and fifth the absolute
PnL.

(c) A Jupyter notebook to analyze post training data.
It includes PnL distribution, observation visualization,
correlation matrix etc.

Figure 11: The research platform allows multiple form of visualizations.
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(a) Latencies between the event emission from an exchange and its processing by the
agent.

(b) Computation time of different functions of the agent.

Figure 12: Live report.
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